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[Introduction]We have been developing a series of highly

fluorescent polyimide (HFPI)s using alicyclic diamines and

conventional　or　perfluoro-dianhydride. The　fluorescence

wavelength is dominated by their chemical structures: the Pis from

unfluorinated dianhydrides emit blue light but those from

perfluorodianhydrides emit green or red light [1][2].To clarify the

relationships between the stereo-chemical structures and the

optical properties of the HFPIs, we ｅχamined the effect of

structural isomerism (Shcerne ｌ)ｏｎ the optical absorption and the
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[Experimental]PI films and ａmodel compound of /-PI(m-j-)I)were
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characterized by I C-NMR in chlorofonn．</(CDCI3), FT-IR,and
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ｕｓsｉｏｎ]Theopticalabsorption observed below 400

nm and the fluorescence located at 400 ran observed f)Γμ)I(Fig.l)
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spectra were measured for m-z-PI. Since molecules are generally isolated below the concentration of

10^ M， the absorption at 420 nm is due to the intramolecular/transition of m-/-PI (Fig.2). In addition, it

has been reported that no absorption is observed at 420 nm for phtalimide [4], which indicates that liie

absorption at 420 nm is originated from the intramolecular dimer formation ofphtalimide. Besides, two

fluorescence peaks (420 mn/490 nm and 340 imi/530 nm)were observed for m-i-Fl The former

originates from the phtalimide dimer because the ｅχcitationwavelength agrees with its absorption. The

latter was not observed with excitation above 320 nm。 and itseχcitationpeak agrees with the absorption

of phtalimide. These features agree with the emission from the eχcimer formed between phtalimides. In

summary, the enhancement of the intra and/or intermolecular interactions caused by the structural

isomerism results in the long-wavelength emissions, which suggests that the control of stereo-chemical

structures is important for the fluorescence ofPIs｡
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